Upcoming Event

Injury Schemes Seminar*
Balancing Outcomes
* Formerly the Accident Compensation Seminar
10–12 November 2013 • Sheraton Mirage Gold Coast

Speakers

Keynote Address – You Don’t Need Wings to Fly
Sam Bailey

Facilitator
Tracey Curro*, Journalist

Plenary 1
Balancing Outcomes
Paul O’Connor, CEO, Comcare

Plenary 2
Health Outcomes
Niki Ellis, CEO, Institute of Safety Compensation and Recovery Research (ISCRR)
Pam Anders, Director, WorkHealth, WorkSafe Victoria

Plenary 3
Disability Care Scheme
John Walsh, PwC
David Bowen, CEO, DisabilityCare Australia
Liz Cairns, Launch Manager, DisabilityCare Australia
Sarah Johnson, Director, PwC
Peter Martin, Australian Government Actuary

Plenary 4
Implementation and Sustainability
Len Boehm, Executive Director, WorkSafe Victoria
Andrew Nicholls, General Manager, Motor Accidents Authority
Greg McCarthy, CEO, WorkCover, South Australia
Lew Watts, Deputy Chief Executive, Insurance Commission of Western Australia

93% of ACS2011 delegates who completed their feedback forms strongly agreed or agreed that the Seminar met their expectations.

* Ms Tracey Curro appears by arrangement with Saxton Speakers Bureau.
Topic Snapshot

Benefit Design
- A New World: Emerging Experience in a Post-Reform NSW Workers Compensation Scheme
- How Does your Scheme Perform?
- Medical Rates Benchmarking
- Support and Compensation – Lessons from Victims of Crime
- Considerations in Moving from a Third Party Fault Based CTP Scheme to a First Party Non-Fault Scheme
- From Insurance to Social Welfare and Back: A Look at Best Practice in Liability Management

Health Outcomes
- Australian and International Incentive Programs for New Employers to Hire Workers with a Previous Work-Related Compensable Injury
- Study of Physical and Psychological Outcomes Following a Road Traffic Crash (UQ-SUPPORT): 24-Month Follow-up
- Social Capital and Workers Comp – Is this Missing Ingredient?
- Thoughts on Evaluation of Injury Prevention Efforts
- Resilience: Risk Mitigation and Remedy for Psychological Injury

NDIS and NIIS
- NDIS and Injury Compensation: Where to Next
- NDIS – Sector Readiness and Implications
- Severe Injury Clients: Lessons for no Fault Insurers and Disability Care Australia

Other Compensation Issues
- Working Party on Discount Rates for Accident Compensation Schemes
- Insured Focused Risk Management – A Trend for the Future?
- A Relatively Risky Practice: Drivers of Common Law Payments
- Large Claims Cost in Workers’ Compensation
- Legal Risk – How One Decision Can Change a Scheme?
- Mortality Projections for Catastrophic Injuries
- Remuneration Models: Achieving a Balanced Outcome Between the Scheme and External Service Providers
- “Stuck in the Middle”: A Qualitative Study of the Experiences of Personal Injury Compensation Claims Managers in Three Australian No-Fault Compensation Systems
- The Comcare Self-Insurance Option – Mark II
- The ISCR Evaluation of the TAC 2015 Strategy: Design and Delivery of a Multi-Faceted Research Translation Program
- The Role of the Regulator in Injury Schemes
- WorkSafe Victoria Actuaries... Traditional? Not really!

Road Safety and Technology
- An Examination of the Legislative Framework Governing Commuter Safety in the Queensland Mining Industry
- Telematics – Impacts on CTP and WC
- Targeting of Road Safety Measures Using CTP Claims Data

Scheme Affordability
- Reinsurance for Injury Schemes
- Firefighters’ Cancer Risk
- Stress and Psychological Injury – How to Compensate?
- Sustainability of Common Law
- The Importance of Claims Management in Injury Schemes

Scheme Updates and General Scheme Issues
- Opportunities and Challenges in Cross-Jurisdictional Comparison of Compensation Schemes
- Some Actuarial Issues with the Valuation of Injury Schemes
- A Reinsurer’s View of Bodily Injury Issues, Including European Schemes
- TAC Claims Model Transformation – An Update on the Journey
- Workers Compensation Scheme Updates
- CTP Scheme Updates
- Making Better Use of Scheme Data
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